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Dissociative electron attachment in nanoscale ice films: Thickness
and charge trapping effects
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The yield and kinetic energy~KE! distributions of D2 ions produced via dissociative electron
attachment~DEA! resonances in nanoscale D2O ice films are collected as a function of film
thickness. The2B1 , 2A1 , and2B2 DEA resonances shift to higher energies and their D2 ion yields
first increase and then decrease as the D2O films thicken. The D2 KE distributions also shift to
higher energy with increasing film thickness. We interpret the changes in the DEA yield and the D2

KE distributions in terms of modifications in the electronic and geometric structure of the surface of
the film as it thickens. A small amount of charge build-up occurs following prolonged electron beam
exposure at certain energies, which primarily affects the D2 KE distributions. Charge trapping
measurements indicate that an enhancement in the trapping cross section occurs at energies near
zero and between 6 and 10 eV. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!02212-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dissociative electron attachment~DEA! resonances are
often observed in the electron capture cross sections of
lated molecules, typically at energies below those requ
for nonresonant dipolar dissociation~DD!. DEA involves the
formation of temporary negative ion resonances which
subsequently decay via dissociation and usually also via
todetachment. The DEA process produces stable anion
neutral fragments when at least one fragment has a pos
electron affinity.

The electron-stimulated desorption~ESD! yields of
negative ions from molecular films often exhibit peaks
sulting from the formation of DEA resonances, indicati
that the DEA process is not necessarily quenched when m
ecules are condensed.1 There are many differences betwe
DEA in the gas and condensed phase, however, due to
influence of the surrounding medium.1–10In particular, short-
range interactions between neighboring molecules may
duce changes in the electronic or geometric structure of
target molecule which affect the lifetimes and energies of
transient negative ion resonances. In addition, wh
polarization- or image-charge-induced lowering of the tra
sient negative-ion potential-energy surfaces may enha
DEA cross sections,9,11 these same interactions may trap lo
kinetic energy~KE! ions at the surface, thereby removin
them from the detected signal and possibly resulting in
accumulation of charge in the film.

The effects of condensation on DEA resonances are
pecially apparent in the production of H2 (D2) from H2O
(D2O). The DEA process in gas-phase water molecules
been investigated in great detail, and the excitations tha

a!Authors to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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sult in anion production are well known.12–25 Water vapor
supports three low-energy, core-excited Feshbach DEA re
nances, all of which lead to the production of H2 (D2), O2,
and OH2 (OD2), with H2 (D2) being the predominant an
ion formed. When water is condensed onto a Pt substrat
on top of a noble gas layer, all three DEA resonances
observed to produce H2 (D2) ions, at electron energies o
;7, 9, and 11 eV.5,10,26–29These energies are shifted slight
from their gas-phase values of 6.5, 8.6, and 11.8 eV.18 The
kinetic energies of the desorbing ions are also reduced
;0.5 eV compared to the gas phase.10 The charge trapping
cross sections for small amounts of water vapor conden
on noble gas multilayers increase significantly at the ener
of the DEA resonances,30 which suggests that some of th
ions formed via DEA are trapped at the surface because
lack sufficient KE to overcome the attractive polarizati
and image forces. Resonance energies and anion yields
vary with the temperature and morphology of the i
film.28,29

In this study, we investigate the effects of film thickne
and charge trapping on the ESD of anions from conden
water films. We show that the D2 ESD yield from nanoscale
D2O films changes with film thickness, and that the thickne
dependence varies with the temperature and morpholog
the film. The DEA resonance energies increase with fi
thickness. The overall ion desorption yield also increases
the first few bilayers, then it generally decreases as the
thickens. We suggest that changes in the geometric and e
tronic structure of the near-surface region are the most lik
cause for the observed changes in the DEA yields. We a
investigate charging due to the impinging electron beam.
though significant electrostatic charging is ruled out in t
DEA experiments, prolonged exposure to the electron be
7 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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at energies where the charge trapping cross section is
tively high leads to changes in the D2 kinetic-energy distri-
butions. Hence, under certain conditions, charge accum
tion can occur to the point where it affects ES
measurements.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were carried out at Pacific Northw
National Laboratory~PNNL! and at the University of Sher
brooke. The PNNL apparatus consists of an ultra-h
vacuum ~UHV! chamber~base pressure;2310210 Torr!
equipped with a pulsed low-energy electron gun, an effus
gas doser, a quadrupole mass spectrometer~QMS!, a time-
of-flight ~TOF! detector and a Pt~111! crystal mounted on a
liquid-nitrogen-cooled manipulator. The Pt crystal w
cleaned by repeatedly heating it to;1200 K in O2 (5
31028 Torr) and then in UHV. Ice films were grown vi
vapor deposition of ultra-pure D2O, which was further puri-
fied by multiple freeze–pump–thaw cycles. The film thic
ness and temperature were calibrated by comparing2O
thermal desorption spectra to computer models and to p
lished data.31–35 Based on this calibration, we estimate
uncertainty of65 K in the temperature and;20% in the
coverage. Coverages are reported here in terms of ice b
ers (;1015 molecules/cm2).36 For the temperature
dependent ESD measurements, the ice films were heate
diantly using a tungsten filament mounted behind the
crystal.

In the PNNL apparatus, an electron beam, having
energy spread of 0.3 eV full-width at half-maximum, is f
cused onto D2O ice films grown on the Pt~111! crystal. The
desorbing D2 ions are collected using a 50 V pulse to acc
erate them into the TOF spectrometer for detection via ga
integration. Accelerating the low-energy ions into the det
tor guarantees that ions emitted at all angles from the sur
are collected and also eliminates any energy bias the dete
may have. The TOF and extraction conditions used in
investigation resulted in unit mass resolution. The incid
electron beam is pulsed at 100 Hz, with a pulse duration o
ms and an instantaneous current density of;731027 A in a
spot size of;10 mm2 ~;7310210 A/cm2 time-averaged
current density!. Under these conditions, the D2 signal is
linear in the incident electron flux and exhibits well-resolv
structure as a function of electron energy.

The Sherbrooke ESD system, which has been descr
previously,37 consists of an electron monochromator,
closed-cycle refrigerated cryostat and a mass spectrom
housed in a UHV chamber with a base pressure less tha
310210 Torr. Target films are formed on a Pt foil substra
press-fit to the cold tip of the cryostat. Precise quantities o
sample gas are introduced from a small volume manifold
a metal valve and effuse from a small tube positioned cl
to the Pt foil. In the present experiment, D2O was condensed
on the Pt substrate, which was maintained at a temperatu
27 K. The D2O was triple-distilled and purifiedin situ by
freeze and thaw cycles. Film thicknesses are estimated u
a volumetric dosing technique,38 and have an estimated a
curacy of;50%. The reproducibility of the film thickness
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however, is better than 20%. In the overlayer experime
multilayers of Xe were deposited at 27 K prior to the dep
sition of water.

In the Sherbrooke apparatus, incident electrons imp
the sample at an angle of 70° from normal. A portion of t
negative ions desorbing from the film are focused by
lenses at the entrance of the QMS, which is positioned
from the surface normal, and mass analyzed. The dete
signal can then be measured as a function of the incid
electron energy or of a retarding potential applied to a grid
the ion lenses, which allows measurement of the KE dis
bution of the desorbing ions.37 The energy spread of th
electron beam is estimated at 0.1 eV and its energy is c
brated to within60.2 eV with respect to the vacuum leve
The incident current was about 5 nA in a spot rough
12 mm2 ~;431028 A/cm2 time-averaged current density!.

Charge trapping measurements were also carried ou
Sherbrooke in a separate vacuum system using an impro
method, which is described in detail elsewhere.39 Briefly,
charge trapping in water films was measured using a refi
low-energy electron transmission~LEET! technique, in
which a magnetically collimated electron beam of variab
energy impinges on an H2O film condensed onto either a K
film or a Pt substrate at 23 K. LEET spectra are obtained
measuring the electron current transmitted through the
to ground as a function of the potential applied between
electron source and the substrate. When electrons are tra
in the ice film, the LEET spectrum shifts to higher voltage
a potential barrier (DV). The charge trapping coefficien
As5d(DV)/dt is obtained by collecting consecutive LEE
spectra, from which an accurate measure of the charge t
ping cross section often can be made.39

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the dependence of D2 desorption on the
incident electron energy (Ei) for different thicknesses of po
rous amorphous and crystalline ice. The amorphous fi
were prepared by vapor deposition at 90 K, and the crys
line films were grown at 155 K and then cooled to 90 K f
measurement. Several observations can be made:~i! peaks
seen in the ESD yield from both types of ice shift to high
energy with increasing film thickness;~ii ! the relative inten-
sities of these features also change with film thickness;~iii !
the overall D2 yield increases with film thickness for low
coverages~up to ;5 – 15 bilayers! and then decreases; an
~iv! by ;60 bilayers most of the resonant structure has v
ished in the yield from amorphous ice, while it is observab
at thicknesses greater than 90 bilayers for crystalline
films.

The thickness dependence of the negative ion yield fr
an amorphous film deposited and measured at 27 K is sh
in Fig. 2. The behavior is the same as that shown in Fig
viz., an increase in yield for coverages between zero
roughly 5 bilayers, with a subsequent loss of signal
thicker films. Interestingly, the D2 signal at 20 eV, which
has contributions from DD and from an apparent resona
centered near 22 eV,28,29,40displays identical behavior with
film thickness, indicating that the mechanisms underlying
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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5029J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108, No. 12, 22 March 1998 Simpson et al.
thickness dependence are not specific to just the lowest
ergy DEA resonances.

Figure 3 shows the KE distributions of D2 ions desorbed
by 8.1 eV incident electrons from films of the same thickne
as in Fig. 2. The upper curve is the D2 yield from the Pt
substrate following 30 min exposure to the residual D2O va-
por in the chamber, which is estimated to have depos
;0.3 bilayers of D2O. The data show that, at this low cov
erage, the KE distribution agrees well with earli
measurements.6 However, with increasing thickness, th
maximum of the distribution shifts to higher KE and the to
ion intensity increases and then decreases correspondi
Note that the spurious oscillations in the data are a byprod
of the retarding potential method used to obtain the KE d
tributions and do not represent any significant structure.5

Figure 4 shows the ESD yield from 0.1 and 1 bilayer
D2O on 24 monolayers~ML ! of Xe, and from 20 bilayers of
D2O on Pt. The sharp peak at 7.8 eV in the ESD yield fro
0.1 bilayer of D2O on Xe and the enhancement in the yie
between 7 and 8 eV for 1 bilayer of D2O on Xe result from
the coupling of a (Xe* )2 state with the DEA resonances o
D2O.26,27 Except for this feature, the DEA resonance stru
ture of water on Xe generally resembles that of a thin wa
film. The energy of the maximum D2 signal for 20 bilayers
of water is;1 eV higher than for 0.1 bilayer, however, an

FIG. 1. ~a! D2 signal vs incident electron energy, collected at 90 K fro
amorphous~porous! D2O films of varying thickness.~b! D2 signal vs inci-
dent electron energy, collected from crystalline D2O films of varying thick-
ness, which were grown at 155 K and then cooled to 90 K for data ac
sition. Individual scans are labeled with the corresponding film thickn
and are offset vertically for display.
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the signal from 1 bilayer of water on Xe is at least twice th
from the 20 bilayer film. Also, while the DEA and DD con
tributions to the D2 yield increase in going from 0.1 to 1
bilayer, the (Xe* )2 feature does not.27 The inset contains the
D2 KE distribution for 0.1 and 1 bilayer films of D2O de-
posited onto 24 ML of Xe, forEi57.4 eV. The KE of the
D2 ions shown is similar to that obtained at low D2O cov-
erages on the Pt substrate~see Fig. 3!.

The data in Figs. 1–4 show that the ion yield chang
with film thickness, but this effect is much more appare
when the D2 intensity atEi57.2 eV is monitored while the
D2O is deposited. Figure 5 illustrates the D2 thickness de-
pendence for various substrate temperatures, which
monitored vs time during film growth. A fixed depositio
rate was used so that deposition time could be converte
film thickness. Over the temperature range investigated,
behavior of both amorphous and crystalline films can be
served. At all temperatures, the signal initially rises with
creasing D2O coverage. For deposition temperatures bel
155 K, the signal reaches a maximum then decreases,
the signal dropping more rapidly at lower temperatures.
155 K, on the other hand, the signal gradually reaches
maximum value which it appears to maintain over a reas
ably large thickness range. Note that a nearly identical thi
ness dependence was reported for D1 ESD from D2O
films.41

i-
s

FIG. 2. D2 signal vs incident electron energy, collected at 27 K from am
phous D2O films of varying thickness, which were grown at 27 K. Ind
vidual scans are labeled with the corresponding film thickness and are o
vertically for display.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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5030 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108, No. 12, 22 March 1998 Simpson et al.
Figure 6 shows the electron energy dependence of
charge trapping coefficient for a 5 bilayer H2O film on Pt and
for 0.3 bilayers of H2O on 15 ML of Kr. The charge trapping
data for small amounts of water on Kr obtained using o
refined technique39 are consistent with earlier results.30

These data can be converted to absolute trapping c
sections,42 which are indicated in the figure in several place
The charge trapping cross section is roughly 4310218 cm2

for electron energies between 1 and 6 eV, but it increase
;3310216 cm2 near zero electron energy and to;5
310217 cm2 at ;10 eV. Similar peaks are apparent in th
charge trapping coefficient of a pure water film, but they
much broader and shifted slightly in energy. The determi
tion of absolute cross sections for electron stabilization
pure water films is not as straightforward as it is for tra
amounts of water on a dielectric film, in which case a sim
capacitor model can be applied.42 First of all, an exact value
for the dielectric constant of very thin films of vapo
deposited ice is not known, nor is the geometry of the fil
well defined. Also, in the case of pure water films, multip
electron scattering from H2O molecules makes it difficult to
establish a relationship between the charge trapping c
section per H2O molecule and the charging coefficient.39

Hence, we report here only the charge trapping coefficien
the pure water film.

Figures 7 and 8 show how the D2 KE distributions from

FIG. 3. D2 kinetic-energy distributions collected at 27 K from amorpho
D2O films of varying thickness, which were grown at 27 K. The incide
electron energy used is 8.1 eV. Individual scans are labeled with the c
sponding film thickness and are offset vertically for display.
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a 20 bilayer film are affected by increasing exposure to
electron beam for incident electron energies of 8.5 and 1
eV, respectively, where the charge trapping probability
reasonably high. Each spectrum is labeled with an estim
of the total charge delivered to the film prior to its collectio
At an electron energy of 8.5 eV, the KE distribution consi
of a single broad feature. With increasing electron expos
the low-energy ion signal decreases but the maximum
appears to be unaffected. On the other hand, at an elec
energy of 10.5 eV, the KE distribution consists of two com
ponents. In this case, increasing exposure to the elec
beam reduces the intensity of the low-energy compon
while slightly increasing the intensity of the high-energ
component. Similar experiments were carried out in wh
ESD yield curves like those in Fig. 2 were collected as
function of electron dose. In that case, extended exposur
the electron beam was found to have a less dramatic ef
shifting the resonance structure to slightly higher energ
while reducing the D2 signal somewhat for electron energie
between 6 and 9 eV.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. DEA in gas- and condensed-phase water

The low-energy DEA resonances in gas-phase wa
molecules are well characterized.12–25 Three distinct states

e-

FIG. 4. D2 signal vs incident electron energy, collected at 27 K from 0
and 1 bilayer of D2O grown on 24 monolayers of Xe, and from 20 bilaye
of D2O on Pt. The inset contains the D2 kinetic-energy distributions for the
films grown on the Xe buffer layers, collected with an incident electr
energy of 7.4 eV. Individual scans are offset vertically for display.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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produce H2 (D2) at incident electron energies below 15 e
The 2B1 , 2A1 , and 2B2 core-excited Feshbach resonanc
correspond to states having two 3s:4a1 electrons and a hole
in the 1b1 , 3a1 , or 1b2 orbital, respectively.12,18 The anti-
bonding nature of the 3s:4a1 orbital makes these excite
highly dissociative.

All three DEA resonances have been observed in
ESD of H2 (D2) from condensed H2O (D2O), at;7, 9, and
11 eV,5,10,26–29and there is some evidence for a fourth res
nance between 18 and 32 eV.28,29,40In condensed water, th
DEA resonances are shifted in energy and are broader c
pared to gas-phase water molecules, which results from
turbations of the electronic structure of water up
condensation.5,29 Observations of simultaneous charge a
energy transfer from negatively charged excitons in rare
films to physisorbed H2O molecules26,27 indicate that, while
much of the Rydberg character of the 3s:4a1 level may be
lost upon condensation, at least some is retained. This l
also remains dissociative, due to the nature of the 4a1 anti-
bonding orbital, so that all three low-energy resonances g
erate measurable H2 (D2) ESD yields from condensed wate
films.5,26–29 The energies and intensities of the peaks
Figs. 1, 2, and 4 are consistent with earlier ES
measurements,5,10,28,29 and thus are attributed to the sam
DEA resonances.

FIG. 5. D2 signal vs film thickness, collected during D2O deposition at
various substrate temperatures with an incident electron energy of 7.2
The D2 signal was collected as a function of time, using a fixed deposi
rate of 5.9 bilayers/minute. Individual scans are labeled with the corresp
ing temperature and are offset vertically for display.
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B. Energy shifts and ESD yield variations

In a previous paper, we showed that there is a cl
temperature and morphology dependence to the D2 ESD
yield from nanoscale D2O ice films.29 The energies of the
2B1 , 2A1 , and 2B2 resonances shift to lower energy whe
the films are heated.29 Some of the energy shift can be a
cribed to work function variations, which occur when th
films are heated from 23 to 60 K. The remainder of t
energy shift is attributed to changes in the electronic str
ture of the water molecules brought about by neare
neighbor interactions. In addition to shifting the energies
the resonances, warming the films results in an increas
the D2 DEA yield, particularly around;120 K.29 Irrevers-
ible structural transitions, i.e., pore collapse in porous ice
crystallization in amorphous ice, also induce noticeable
viations in the temperature dependence of the D2 ESD
yield.29 The complex temperature dependence observed
the D2 yields can be understood in terms of changes in
lifetime of the predissociative excited state due to variatio
in the degree of hydrogen bonding in the film and, possib
also some reorientation of outermost surface molecules.29

Similar variations in the DEA resonance energies a
ion yields occur when the film thickness is changed. Thus
is reasonable to assume that the electronic and geom

V.
n
d-
FIG. 6. Charge trapping coefficient for 5 bilayers of H2O on a Pt substrate
at 23 K, and for 0.3 bilayers of H2O adsorbed on 15 monolayers of Kr at 2
K, as a function of electron energy. Since the data points are some
scattered, a smooth curve is added in each case to guide the eye.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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structure of molecules near the surface of the film cha
with film thickness, like they do with film temperature. Wit
this in mind, we attribute a large fraction of the shift in th
resonance energies to variations in the interactions betw
neighboring water molecules, which can alter the energie
the occupied and unoccupied orbitals involved in the tr
sient anion resonances.29 The results shown in Fig. 4, fo
example, illustrate how the interactions between molecu
at the surface can affect the DEA process. First, the2

signal intensity per molecule from a small quantity of D2O
on a Xe film is larger than that from the pure D2O film,
suggesting that water–water interactions partially que
DEA. Second, the threshold and peak in the D2 signal move
to slightly higher energy in going from 0.1 to 1 bilayer o
D2O on Xe, and they shift even more in going to 20 bilaye
of pure D2O. Thus, intermolecular interactions also affect t
energies of the resonances.

There are additional factors that contribute to the o
served thickness dependence of the ion yields. For exam
the initial rise in the D2 signal with film thickness is simply
due to an increase in the number of D2 emitters, possibly
combined with a reduction in the image force. If ice grows
clusters, which has been reported in previous studies of
growth on Pt,43,44 then it may take several bilayers of wat
to completely cover the Pt surface. The D2 signal will in-

FIG. 7. D2 kinetic-energy distributions collected at 27 K from a 20 bilay
amorphous D2O film, which was grown at 27 K. The incident electro
energy used is 8.5 eV. Individual scans are offset vertically for display,
are labeled with the estimated amount of charge to which the film
exposed prior to taking the scan.
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crease during the deposition of the first few bilayers and t
reach a maximum once the film’s thickness is comparable
the escape depth of the desorbing ions. Increasing the
thickness beyond this point should have a negligible eff
on the ion yield. The data in Fig. 5, therefore, imply that t
D2 escape depth is at most 3 to 4 bilayers and may be
small as 1 bilayer, depending on the size and shape of the
clusters. Another factor to consider is that the image inter
tion between desorbing ions and the metallic substrate
strongly affect the ion yield.45 Since the relevant length sca
for image interactions (;10– 15 Å) is equivalent to the
thickness of a few bilayers, some of the yield enhancem
that occurs during the deposition of the first few bilaye
may also be due to image charge stabilization effects, suc
those reported by Sambeet al.45

The decrease in the signal at coverages greater than;5
bilayers, for film temperatures below 150 K, may indica
that the surface of a thick film is structurally different fro
that of a thin film. In fact, this might have been anticipate
Water initially adsorbs on a clean Pt surface with its oxyg
end preferentially oriented toward the metal,33,44,46forming a
structure ordered in at least one dimension, and possibl
two or three.47 As the film thickens, however, its orienta
tional order relaxes.47 Then, the morphology of its outermos
layers will be determined by the flux of incident molecul

d
s

FIG. 8. D2 kinetic-energy distributions collected at 27 K from a 20 bilay
amorphous D2O film, which was grown at 27 K. The incident electro
energy used is 10.5 eV. Individual scans are offset vertically for display,
are labeled with the estimated amount of charge to which the film w
exposed prior to taking the scan.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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and the mobility of molecules on the surface of the fil
Hence, at sufficiently low temperatures (,110 K), where
mobility is the limited, D2O forms porous ice.34 At slightly
higher temperatures~between 110 and 140 K! it forms non-
porous amorphous ice.28,29,41Above ;150 K, where mobil-
ity is the highest, vapor-deposited D2O forms a crystalline
phase.28,29,41

The surface structure of each of these phases is expe
to be different from that of the thin film. Thus, the ESD yie
will also be different since it depends on the number of s
face molecules in high-ESD-cross-section configuratio
which changes with the geometric structure of the surfa
Rosenberget al. pointed out that, on the surface of ice film
water molecules with one or both OH bonds pointing aw
from the surface generally have higher ESD cross sect
than those whose OH bonds point toward other water m
ecules in the film.48 Since the OH bonds in very thin wate
films are preferentially oriented toward the vacuum, wher
the bonds in a thick amorphous film are randomly orient
the thin films are expected to have a higher overall E
yield.

Finally, at temperatures above 150 K, when the
grows in a crystalline form, the D2 signal does not decreas
at high coverages like it does for amorphous ice. This m
indicate that the surface structure of the thick crystalline fi
is similar to that of a thin film. However, since the D1 and
D2 ESD yields generally increase with temperature,29,41 it is
more likely that any reduction in signal due to a change
surface structure is offset by the elevated temperature
which the measurements were made. In fact, as show
Fig. 1, the ion yield collected from a crystalline film at 90
does decrease with increasing thickness, beyond;5 bilay-
ers.

C. Kinetic-energy distributions and charge trapping

The kinetic energies of H2 (D2) from condensed wate
films are typically rather low~0–3 eV! and depend on the
incident electron energy used and the angle of detection5,10

Troncet al. measured the angle-resolved KE distributions
D2 ions from D2O/Pt.10 They found that the D2 angular
distributions peak normal to the surface, no longer reflect
the symmetry of the excited state, which is observed in g
phase DEA studies.12 For a given incident electron energ
the KE distributions are shifted down;0.5 eV and are
broader than in the gas phase.10 In addition, as the inciden
electron energy is increased, the KE distribution shifts
higher energy due to a partitioning of the excess excita
energy between the H2 (D2) and OH ~OD! dissociation
fragments.

The results in Figs. 3, 4, 7, and 8 are generally consis
with these earlier findings, but they also show that the
distributions depend on film thickness and on the amoun
charge deposited while studying the film. The build-up
charge may lead to changes in the KE distributions thro
Coulombic interactions between the charged surface and
desorbing ion or by changing the polarizability of the film
Changes in the KE distributions with thickness, like tho
shown in Fig. 3, may result from several effects. For
stance, Hedhiliet al.showed for O2 production from O2 that
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ion–atom and ion–molecule collisions, phonon excitatio
and the induced polarization of the metal substrate can
affect the measured ion KE distribution.49 Changes in the
structure and morphology of the film with increasing thic
ness may also affect the kinetic energies of the desorb
ions. Since it is difficult to distinguish between the effects
various post-dissociation interactions, it is unclear which
responsible for the changes in the KE distributions shown
Fig. 3, and it is likely that more than one is involved.

The data in Fig. 6 indicate that, at electron energies
tween roughly 6 and 10 eV, charge accumulates in a w
film over time even under low-irradiation conditions. In
previous investigation of charge trapping in condensed w
molecules, Bass and Sanche attributed a large part of
charge trapping cross section in this energy range to the
cumulation of ionic fragments following DEA.30 H2 (D2) is
the principal DEA product at electron energies between
and 10 eV, but O2 and OH2 (OD2) are also produced. Mos
H2 (D2) ions suffer inelastic losses prior to desorbing and
this way may become trapped in the film.30 The heavier O2

and OH2 (OD2)fragments have insufficient KE to overcom
the polarization force and therefore also may beco
trapped.10,30 While the nature of the ionic species in whic
the charge resides has yet to be determined, it is likely
most H2 (D2) or O2 ions react with surrounding water mo
ecules to form stable OH2 (OD2) ions, as these processe
have large reaction cross sections.50

The results in Figs. 7 and 8 show that prolonged elect
exposure alters the KE distribution of D2 ions desorbing
from D2O, at electron energies where the charge trapp
cross section is reasonably high. At an incident electron
ergy of 8.5 eV, which excites the (2A1) resonance, exposure
in excess of;331013 e2/cm2 result primarily in the re-
moval of low-energy ions. At an energy of 10.5 eV, on t
other hand, which excites the (2B2) resonance, prolonged
beam exposure also increases the ion yield at higher
This is different than previously reported results which sh
that the major effect of charging is merely to make new E
structure more apparent.51

Therefore, one must be careful to prevent the elec
static charging of water films during ESD measurements
it may lead to the preferential removal of certain ions fro
the detected signal. Because of this, care was taken to co
the data reported here and in earlier papers28,29,41 under as
close to charge-free conditions as possible, with a total of
more than 831012 e2/cm2 used to collect each spectrum
This is below the amount needed to measurably alter the
distributions in Figs. 7 and 8. More importantly, much of th
electron exposure in this and previous work28,29,41occurred
at incident electron energies where the charge trapping c
section is reasonably low, which greatly reduces the rate
charge accumulation.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we measured the film thickness dep
dence of the D2 ESD yield from nanoscale D2O ice films.
The 2B1 , 2A1 , and 2B2 DEA resonances and their D2 KE
distributions both shift to higher energy with increasing fil
thickness. The overall ion yield initially increases with thic
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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ness, but at temperatures below 155 K the signal gradu
decreases with thickness beyond roughly 5 bilayers.
shift in resonance energies and the change in ion yields
attributed primarily to changes in the geometric and el
tronic structure of the films as they thicken.

We also measured the effect of electrostatic charging
the ice films, which affects the shape of the D2 KE distribu-
tions. Charge trapping measurements reveal that the gre
amount of charge stabilization occurs in a water film at el
tron energies near zero and between;6 and 10 eV. Thus,
measurements can be made using low-energy electron b
on an ice film without significant charge build-up by min
mizing both the total electron exposure and the time spen
these high cross-section energies. For electron energies
tween 6 and 10 eV, it is likely that charge trapping procee
via DEA. Although the identity of the species in which th
trapped charge resides on the surface has yet to be d
mined, it is likely in the form of OH2 (OD2) ions.
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